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What is money Making workshop?

Money Making Workshop is a role playing game for 2 to 4 players. One player plays as 
Genius and the others play as Pistons.  The game lasts 13 rounds, about  25 minutes. 
Genius plays against the Pistons. Be aware that completing the game is going to be a 
challenge, but be assured that all of your hard work will pay off in the end.
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Win Conditions

Possible outcomes of the game:
1. The game is over, Genius wins, and the Pistons lose if:

a. Genius has completed filling up his stash with 36 gold ingots
   or

b. All of the Pistons are removed from the game.
2. The game is over, one of the Pistons wins, the remaining Pistons and Genius lose if:

• One of the Pistons has completed filling up their stash with 15 gold ingots.
3. The game is over, the Pistons win, and Genius loses if:

• all of the remaining players’ decks are empty and neither Genius 
nor any of the Pistons have filled up their stashes.

*Note: in the case of simultaneous satisfaction of 
win conditions Genius is considered the sole winner.

Lose Conditions

• Pistons are removed from the game and automatically lose if at any point they
have zero ingots in their stash.

• Genius can not be removed from the game and suffers no penalty if his stash is
empty, or if he can not make a payment.

• Players who are removed from the game sit under the table until the game is
over and can help destroy any ingots they find. 
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Game Elements

1. 1x game board
2. 1x crown
3. 3x Pistons’ decks of 20 cards each
4. 1x Genius’s deck of of 20 cards
5. 3x Pistons’ gold paper drawer
6. 3x stacks of gold paper
7. 1x Genius’s tool drawer
8. 1x Genius’s scissors
9. 1x Genius’s punch

10. 1x Genius’s paper folder
11. 1x Genius’s sewing kit (needle and yarn)
12. 1x stack of Genius’s scheme patterns 

              (including Tetra Schemes, Cube Schemes, and Diamond Schemes)
13. 3x Pistons’ foundry 

              (including ingot mold and ingot stamp)
14. 1x The Apex
15. 1x The Drive
16. 1x The Flow
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Starting the workshop

At the start of the workshop one player plays as Genius and the remaining 1 to 3 players 
play as Pistons.  Pistons may compete against each other and try and win individually, or 
they may collaborate and try to win as a group. 

To begin playing:
1. Participants decide who is playing as Genius and who are playing as Pistons.
2. Each player sits in front of their respective play areas.
3. Each player shuffles their deck and places it face down on their left.
4. Each player draws seven cards from their deck into their hand.
5. Genius takes possession of The Drive, The Flow, and The Apex.
6. The Pistons should each create three ingots and place them in their stash.

(see *Ingot Creation Procedure on page 14).
7. Genius may search the game room for any unmolested gold ingots inherited

from previous games and place three ingots into his/her stash, placing all the
remaining ingots into the crown.

• If no intact ingots are found then the Pistons should create a total
of three ingots to give to Genius to place in his or her stash

(see *Ingot Creation Procedure on page 14).
8. The first round of the game now begins. 
9. Repeat rounds until the game ends in one of three ways 

(see *Win Conditions on page 3).
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Order of actions in each round

1.  Draw one card
a. Each player draws one card from the top of their deck into their hand.

b. If the deck is empty the game is over (see *Win Conditions on page 3).
2. Play one card face down

a. Choose a card from your hand and place it face down in front of you.
b. Wait until all players have played a card face down before proceeding.

3. Work phase
a. The player controlling The Drive initiates the Work Procedure 

(see *Work Procedure on page 18).
b. All players who played a work card now begin performing 

the work actions described in the card.
c. The player controlling The Drive ends the Work Procedure

(see *Work Procedure on page 18).
4. Reveal work cards

• All players who worked should now reveal their work card 

by turning it face up. 
5. Pay phase 

a. Each player now reads the pay instructions on the work card, but all
players must wait until the end of  the siphon phase before depositing or

receiving any ingots.
b. The player in control of The Flow may opt to begin the siphon phase 

(see *Siphon Procedure on page 16).
c. All players who were not siphoned should follow the pay actions on their

work card (see *Payment Procedure on page 9).
d. If at this point a Piston can’t complete a required payment they lose the

game. Losers sit under the table and can help destroy any ingots you find.
6. Reveal control cards

a. All players who played a control card should now reveal their 

card by turning it face up. 
b. Proceed with the action described on the control card unless an

identical control card is played by multiple players, in which case the

action described on the card is ignored. 
c. Follow any of the pay actions described on the control card, 

even if the control action was ignored. 
7. Closing procedure 

• Genius initiates the Closing Procedure (see *Closing Procedure on page 19).
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Tips for Success

1. Pistons may compete against each other and try and win individually, or they
may collaborate and try to win as a group.

2. Genius can only earn ingots directly from the crown.
3. Genius can use The Apex to control morale.
4. Using The Drive to control the timing of the work phase is a very powerful tool

and can help or prevent other players from completing their goals.
5. Controlling The Flow during the siphon phase has many advantages: 

a. It can be used to siphon yourself.
b. It can help you or others to avoid payment.
c. It can help fill the crown with ingots.
d. It can help keep the crown empty.
e. It can even be used in certain situations to remove ingots from the crown.

6. Money Making Workshop is a zero-sum  game.
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Payment Procedure 

1. Follow the instructions on your card which will require you to:
a. Pay ingots by depositing into the crown.
b. Pay ingots by depositing into the hole and destroying them underfoot.
c. Deposit profited ingot(s) into your stash slots.

1a. 1b.

1c.
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Scheme Creation Procedure

1. Remove scheme from drawer.
2. Use scissors to cut scheme along cut lines.
3. Use hole punch to punch out the holes.
4. Use folding stick to fold along the fold lines.
5. Begin using the needle and string to sew the scheme shut,

 tying a knot at the end of each stitch.
6. Use the scissors to cut off any extra string.
7. If the scheme creation procedure is not completed in a given round, Genius may

continue working on the scheme during the work phases of future rounds.
8. Schemes that have been sewn shut are complete and ready to be 

rolled by use schemes cards.

*Note: competed schemes can be reused throughout the game.

1.

2.
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Using Schemes Procedure

1. To use a scheme, play a use schemes card and wait until the pay phase of the turn.
2. During the pay phase, roll any of your completed schemes as if they were dice,

and perform the indicated actions.
3. Actions will indicate you either:

a. Transfer the indicated number of ingots from the crown to your stash.
b. Transfer the indicated number of ingots from your stash to the crown.
c. Perform no action (if the side of the die is blank).

2.
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3a.

3b.
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Ingot Creation Procedure

1. Get gold paper from drawer.
2. Place gold paper on mold.
3. Stamp down onto gold paper with ingot stamp.
4. Fold over any overhang.
5. Stamp again.
6. Evaluate your created ingot:

a. A satisfactory ingot:
• will have only gold and no white visible from the outside.
• will fit into a slash slot.

b. If your ingot is not satisfactory, unfold it and restamp.
7. Remove completed ingot and place in your stash.
8. Destroy any unfinished ingots.

• If the work phase ends before you have completed an ingot, then 
the ingot must be deposited in the hole and destroyed underfoot.

2.1.

3.
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Siphon procedure 

1. The player controlling The Flow selects another player to siphon by pointing 
The Flow towards them.

2. The siphoned player is exempt from paying any ingots this round.
3. The  player performing the Siphon Procedure decides between 

an upwards or a downwards flow:
a. upward flow: 

• The Flow is raised with the thumb facing up. 
• All of the ingots created or earned this round by the siphoned player

are deposited in the crown instead of into that player’s stash.
b. downwards flow:

• The Flow is raised with the thumb facing down.
• All of the ingots created or earned this round by the 

siphoned player are destroyed underfoot instead 
of being deposited into that player’s stash.

For example:
• If Genius is siphoned and had played a use schemes card this round, Genius’s

earnings from the result of the scheme rolls either 
remain in the crown or are removed from the crown and destroyed 
underfoot, as per the direction of the flow.

• If a Piston is siphoned and had played a work card this 
round - all constructed ingots are either destroyed underfoot 
or placed in the crown, as per the direction of The Flow.
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3a.
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Work Procedure

1. The player controlling The Drive begins the work phase by raising The Drive 
above their head, at which point:

a. Pistons begin working to make ingots
(see *Ingot Creation Procedure on page 14).

b. Genius begins work on creating schemes 
(see *Scheme Creation Procedure on page 10).

2. When the player controlling The Drive wants to end the work phase they do so 
by raising The Drive above their head, at which point all players stop working.
3. All players who worked should now reveal their work card.

1.
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Closing Procedure

1. Genius keeps his eyes open and raises The Apex above his head.
2. Pistons all close their eyes.
3. Genius says “Resources. Rigor. Rewards.”  
4. All respond in unison “It is what it is.”
5. The round is now over.

1.

2.


